
On Being a Writer

“A genial marriage of practice and theory. For writers

new and seasoned. This book is a winner.”

—Philip Gulley, author Front Porch Tales

Sage, Surprising, Endlessly Useful!

This book essentially asks, “Is your writing life all it can be?”

Then it goes on to act as a personal coach, to explore the

writing life the reader already has and the writing life the reader

wishes for—working wisely and strategicallly to help close the

gap between the two.

Readers will gain insights through enlightening stories from the

authors’ established writing careers. They’ll explore twelve

simple (but vital) habits—through journaling, writing prompts,

bonus activities, and discussion questions.

Honest and witty stories help build the vision for a satisfying,

sustainable writing life, while prompts and activities on the

twelve vital habits assist in making that life a reality.

Also includes extra resources like “tools for the writing life,”

“recommended reading,” “Artist Dates,” “resources for writing

a book proposal,” and “resources for launching a writers

group.”

Audience • Writers new and experienced, who value sustain-

able living and a holistic approach to career and life. Groups or

teachers needing material to guide writers into a solid, sane

approach to a true “writing life.”
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Ann Kroeker is a popular writing coach,

speaker, and the author of two books,
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T. S. Poetry Press

is an award-winning publisher

that publishes poetry, fiction,

and literary non-fiction. The press works

to bring beautiful work to light and is

proud to have been recognized

with a three-time Oprah selection

of one of its fiction titles.


